All lift trucks come with forks.

The Yale Experience
®

Ours also come
with people.

With Yale, you know you’re getting more than just a truck. You’re
getting the complete Yale experience. It’s the promise we make
that goes beyond our products, and our commitment to support
you with the best service in the industry.

The solutions provided by Yale Materials Handling Corporation
help customers use every inch of footprint, take advantage of
energy-saving lift truck technologies, and cut costs by up to 25
percent. Committed to meeting customer needs, Yale helps to
improve efficiency and increase profitability every step of the
way. Customers are central to how Yale’s business operates.

Dealer Network - Yale customers have direct access to the best forklift
products and services through our extensive, independent dealer network,
featuring 340 worldwide dealer locations (225 in the Americas) with an average
of more than 25 years of experience in materials handling.

From initial lift truck product and system design to integration and
installation, the Yale team customizes solutions to meet every
customer’s business needs. The result is a bottom-line driven
approach delivered by the nation’s largest independent dealer
network. Yale® dealers average more than 25 years in the business
and offer nothing less than world-class service. Add to that an
eager and responsive team, and innovative products. Yale provides
service beyond expectation and support for the long haul.

Financial Services - Yale® Financial Services specializes in financing your
lift truck needs. Our programs make it easy to acquire the use of a lift truck or an
entire fleet.

Fleet Management - Even if you operate other brands, we can manage your
maintenance and replacement plan. We can offer complete fleet analysis, fleet history
summary and a cost-effective proposal for replacement and scheduled maintenance.

Innovations - One size doesn’t always fit all. Yale has engineered a variety of truck
modifications to meet the ever-changing needs of its customers and their changing
applications. In addition to standard and optional truck features, Yale offers an
impressive list of special truck enhancements designed to increase your productivity.

Rental - Long-term rental can provide flexibility for equipment and term tailored to
your operation, fixed cost, maintenance and maximum uptime without major capital
investment. Coupled with Yale dealers’ extensive short term rental fleets, businesses
can meet peak production or seasonal requirements while keeping their fleets sized
for their everyday needs.
For more information, or to find your nearest Yale® dealer, go to Yale.com.

Replacement Parts - Your authorized Yale® Lift Truck dealer offers genuine
Yale parts and quality parts for other makes (PREMIER® Parts) as well as service
programs - all designed to keep your trucks running efficiently and cost-effectively.

YALE MATERIALS HANDLING CORPORATION

Operator Training - Proper education in operating lift trucks minimizes
the risk of injuries due to accidents while increasing productivity. Yale offers
OSHA compliant materials that support the training of qualified operators.
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All trucks shown with optional equipment.

Solutions
Guide

NARROW AISLE

ELECTRIC RIDER

ERP025-030VC

ERP030-040VT

ERC030-040VA

ERC045-070VG

ERC080-120VH

ERP030-040VF

ERP045-070VL

ERP080-100VM

NR/NDR030-040DB
NR/NDR030-045EB

FS030BF, OS030BF
OS030EF, SS030BF

NTA030-035SB

MOTORIZED HAND

ESC030-040AC

MPB045VG

MPW050-080E

MPE060F

MPE060-080VG

MPC060-080VG

MO25

MCW025-040E

MSW025-030F
MSW040E

MRW020-030E

MTR005-007F

MO50T

I.C.E. CUSHION

I.C.E. PNEUMATIC

MPB040E

GC050LX

GC030-040SVX
GC040-070VX

GC080-120VX

GC135-155VX

GP050LX

GP030-040SVX
GP040-070VX

GP080-120VX

GP135-155VX

GP170-190VX

GP190-280DC

GP300-360EC

